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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue our study of the equations 
curl VU =j 
div u = p 
n * ul,=k, 
in Q, 
in Q, (0.1) 
and 
curl u =j 
div EU = p 
n A &=u, 
in 0, 
in Q, (0.2) 
r= 3~2, initiated by Saranen [ 131. In the above, n is the outward-drawn unit 
normal to the boundary and A denotes the exterior product. According to the 
simple models for static magnetic fields (resp. electric fields) which are 
governed by (0.1) (resp. (0.2)), we call (0.1) the magnetic type problem and 
(0.2) the electric type problem. Considering bounded smooth domains 
a c R3, we discussed in [ 131, by means of an appropriate Hilbert space 
method, the solvability and the representation of the solutions for both 
problems (0.1) and (0.2). Such a new approach was necessary to cover the 
general nonhomogeneous cases where v and E are matrix-valued functions. 
Here our aim is twofold. First, we will now include exterior domains in 
our consideration. This will be achieved by using certain weighted spaces 
which slightly restrict the behavior of the fields at infinity. To find the scalar 
potentials, we have to solve the Dirichlet and Neumann problems in exterior 
domains. Consequently, in order to define the vector potentials, we solve 
appropriate auxiliary second-order boundary problems for vector fields. 
The other aspect of this paper is to point out that the dimension of the 
space of solutions for (0.1) or (0.2) with homogeneous right side is 
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independent of the coefficient matrix v or F describing the anisotropic 
phenomena. The importance of this result lies in the fact that for the identity 
matrices B = 1, E = 1, the dimensions of these null spaces are known to be 
topological invariants which can be given by the Betti numbers for R [6, 12 ]. 
Regarding the exterior domains, we also prove a substitute for the 
Friedrichs inequality giving a bound for all first derivatives of the fields 
satisfying a homogeneous boundary condition. Such an inequality had so far 
only been known for smooth bounded domains and for bounded convex 
domains in the case of the electric boundary condition (cf. Saranen [ 141). To 
obtain our result, some assumptions on the behavior of the coefficient 
matrices v and E at infinity are needed. 
For the classical theory of problems (0.1) and (0.2) with E = v = 1 using 
the method of integral equations, we refer to Kress (5, 61 as well as to 
Martensen ]9]. For a constructive approach, see Hermann and Kersten 14 ] 
and for a finite element application, see Neittaanmlki and Saranen [ 10, 11 /. 
1. BOUNDED DOMAINS 
In this section, we assume that the domain R c ii;’ is smooth and 
bounded. First we introduce some notation which will be useful when 
problems (0.1) and (0.2) are discussed in the frame of Hilbert space 
methods. In the following, v and E are symmetric positive definite measurable 
bounded matrices with real-valued entries vii(x) (resp. eij(x)) in the domain 
a. Furthermore, the inequalities 
vo lrl* < (<Iv(x) r> < VI l4”3 (l.la) 
&a 1<12 < (C;I&(X) 0 G&l M2 (l.lb) 
hold for certain numbers vo, v, > 0 and so, s1 > 0 for all (r, X) E C’ x a. 
Here (4 V> = tiiii ( summation convention) denotes the inner product in 6“ 
with associated norm / . ]. 
The spaces L’(R) and L2(R)3 ( q s uare integrable fields) have the usual 
inner product ( . ] + )o with norm ]] . ]lo. The norm in the Sobolev spaces 
Hk(0) and Hk(G)’ is denoted by ]] . ]jk. For the pair of boundary spaces 
H-“*(T), H”‘(T), we denote by (. I .)o the duality (U I ~p)~ = u(q) extending 
the L’(T) inner product. The same notation is used for the pair H l’*(T)‘. 
H”*(Q3. 
We abbreviate 
H(div E) = {U E L2(fl)3]div EU E L*(R)). 
H(cur1 v) = (u E L2(R)3]curl VU E L2(8)3}, 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
4OY'Y1/1 Ii 
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and write H(div) = H(div E) for E = 1 as well as H(cur1) = H(cur1 u) for 
v = 1. The space H(div) is a Hilbert space with respect o the inner product 
belonging to the norm ]]u](~ = (]]a]]: + ()div u]]~)“‘. Similarly H(curl) is a 
Hilbert space with norm I( u/I, = (I] u I]: + )I curl u ](i)‘iz. Furthermore, we use 
the notation 
H(div E IO) = (U E H(div E) I div EU = 0}, (1.4) 
H(cur1 v] 0) = { 24 E H(cur1 v) ( curl vu = 0). (1.5) 
The characteristic feature of the space H(div) is that associated with it 
there exists a trace operator u tt n . u: H(div) I+ H-“2(r) defined as the 
unique continuous extension of the normal component for smooth fields 
[2, p. 3561. Similarly, in the space H(cur1) there exists a trace operator 
u + IZ A u: H(cur1) w H-1’2(J33 defined as the unique continuous extension 
of the same mapping for smooth fields [2, p. 3411. 
The space H(cur1 v) n H(div), respectively, H(cur1) n H(div E), is 
endowed with the Hilbert norm 
Ilull d,cur~o = <lI~llif, + Icurl vu/Ii + lldiv 4li>“‘, (1.6) 
respectively, 
lI4lc,divt =<ll~lli +Ilcurlulli + Ildiv EuII~“~. (1.7) 
Then the mapping M(v): H(cur1 v) n H(div) I-+ L2(Q)3 x L’(R) x 
H- 1’2(l-), respectively, the mapping E(E): H(cur1) n H(div E) b 
L2(LI)3 X L’(R) X (H-“‘(T)“), defined by 
respectively, 
M(v) u = (curl vu, div u, n . u), (1.8) 
E(E) u = (curl u, div EU, n A u), (1.9) 
is continuous, when the range space is endowed with the natural product 
topology. 
Now magnetic problem (0.1) for bounded domains is understood in the 
following sense: 
(Mb) Given the data (j, p, A) E L2(0)3 x L’(R) x H-“‘(T), find the 
field u E H(cur1 v) n H(div) such that 
M(v) u = (A P, A). 
Similarly, electric problem (0.2) takes the form: 
(1.10) 
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(Eb) Given the data (j, p, a) E L’(8) x L*(R) x (Cf “‘(T)“), find the 
field u E H(cur1) n H(div E) such that 
E(E) u = (j, p. a). (1.11) 
Let us describe the solvability of these problems. In order to find and to 
represent the solutions for (Mb), we need as an auxiliary problem the 
Neumann boundary value problem (Nb) 
div(u-‘Vp) =p, n * (u--’ Vp) = 1, (P/1),1=0. (1.12) 
This problem is defined in the usual weak sense: find p E H’(R) such that 
(p/1),=0 and that 
Here y0 : H’(0) + H”*(r) is the familiar trace operator extending the 
mapping cp + cp Ir, [ 81. Equation (1.13) is uniquely solvable if the equation 
@I 1)0 - (AI 1)0 = 0 holds and the solution p plays the role of a scalar 
potential in the representation of the solutions of the problem (Mb). 
Before discussing the determination of the vector potential, we introduce 
some more notation. We write 
H,(div) = {u E H(div)ln . u = 01, (1.14a) 
H,(curl) = {u E H(curl)l n A u = 0 1. (1.14b) 
These spaces have also other characterizations [ 13. Lemma 1.31) 
ff,(div) = m” ‘IId, (1.15a) 
H,(curl) = 5?(n)“” “” (1.15b) 
as well as 
H,(div) = (U E H(div)l (uIV~)~ = - (div uI~),,, v, E H’(J2)t, (1.16a) 
H,(curl)= (u~H(curl)~(u/curl~),=(curlulcp),,cpEH(curl)}. (1.16b) 
Finally, let Z(m I v), respectively Z(eI E), stand for the space of r- 
harmonic fields of the magnetic type, respectively, c-harmonic fields of the 
electric type, that is 
R(m ( v) = (U E H(cur1 v) n H,(div)) curl YU = 0, div u = 0 1, (1.17a) 
R(e / c) = (U E H&curl) n H(div c)) curl u = 0, div EU = 0). (1.17b) 
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The vector potential q is required to be solenoidal, div q = 0, and satisfy 
the equation 
curl(v curl q) =j, n Aql,=O, (1.18) 
with an additional condition which is needed in order to fix a unique 
solution. With this condition, our weak formulation for (1.18) reads find 
q E H,(curl) n H(div IO) such that 
(u curl 4 I curl v)h = (A cp>, y q E H,(curl) n H(div ] 0) (1.19) 
together with the orthogonality condition (JC’(R)~-orthogonality) 
q E R(eI 1)‘. (1.20) 
If the right-hand side j is also solenoidal, then one concludes by applying 
the orthogonal decomposition 
L2(Q)3 = H(div]O) @ VHA(R), (1.21) 
that the problem (1.19), (1.20) is equivalent to the problem: find 
q E H,,(curl) n H(div) n (R(e 1 1)1) such that 
(v curl q I curl v)~ + (div q I div q),, = (j] cp),,  q E H,(curl) n H(div). 
(1.22) 
This last formulation was employed in [ 13, Lemma 2.31 with the result 
that (1.22), hence (1.19) with (1.20), is uniquely solvable. 
The following theorem describes the solvability of the magnetic problem 
(Mb): 
THEOREM 1.1. For the mapping M(v): H(cur1 v) n H(div) H L’(Q)” x 
L’(Q) x H- “*(ZJ =: Y defined by (1.8), the following assertions hold: 
(a) The range R(M(v)) of&f(v) is given by 
R(M(v)) = {(j, p, A) E Ylj ER(eI 1)‘n H(div]O), @11>0-(~11)“=0~. 
(1.23) 
(b) The dimension of the null space N(M(v)) = Z?(m I v) is finite and 
independent of v. 
(c) The Jeld u is a solution of the problem (Mb) if and only if it has 
the representation 
u=u,+v-‘Vp+curlq, (1.24) 
where u0 E Z(m I v), the scalar potential p E H ‘(a), (p I 1)0 = 0 is defined by 
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(1.13) and the vector potential q E H,(curl) PI H(div ] 0) satisfies ( 1.19) with 
(1.20). 
Proof. All the assertions except for the equality of the dimension of the 
space P’(m] v) for all u were proved in [ 13, Theorem 2.4 1. Note, however, 
that the general assumption in [ 13 ] that E and r are smooth fields in a can 
be replaced by our assumptions here. For the following essentially shorter 
argument than our original proof of the rest we thank K. J. Witsch. 
Recalling the definition of the space H(cur1 v(O), we obtain the orthogonal 
decomposition 
L2(R)3 = H(cur1 uj0) 6 curl H,(curl), (1.25) 
where 0“ denotes the orthogonality with respect to the inner product 
(u I c),,,. := (vu I v>o 9 and where curl H,(curl) = {curl rpl a, E H,(curl)}. On the 
other hand, one can verify the inclusion 
curl H,(curl) c H,(div) n H(div IO). 
Relations (1.25) and (1.26) yield the decomposition 
(1.26) 
H,,(div) n H(div ] 0) = ,P(m) v) 6 curl i;r,(curl). (1.27) 
Since the space ,P(m ] v) is finite dimensional, the assertion follows from 
the fact that the codimension of the space curl H,(curl) in 
H,(div) n H(div IO) is unique. 1 
For the electric problem (Eb), the scalar potential p can be uniquely 
defined as a solution of the Dirichlet problem (Db) 
div(s V p) = p, P E KW. (1.28) 
It turns out that the conditions for the solvability of (Eb) read 
j E H(div ) 0), (1.29a) 
There exists v E H(cur1) such that n . (j-curl v) = 0 and 
that IS = n A v, (1.29b) 
(.Ah)o-(~Ihh=0, h EcT(mI 1). (1.29~) 
Condition (1.29b) appears in [ 131 in an inadequate form for the solvability 
corrected in an errata to [ 131. Let us briefly argue that (1.29) is sufficient. 
If we can find the vector potential q E H(cur1) n H,(div) such that 
curl(s - ’ curl q) =j, nA(s-‘curlq)=a, (1.30) 
then w=Vp+&-’ curl q is a particular solution of (Eb). We may 
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additionally require that the field q is solenoidal and that the orthogonality 
condition 
4E~hllY (1.31) 
holds. 
Denote V := H(cur1) n H,(div). A suitable weak formulation for (1.30) 
with (1.31) reads: find q E V, div q = 0, q E R(mI l)l such that 
(&-‘curlqlcurl(p),=(jlcp),-(nAolnA~), (1.32) 
for all (p E V, div 10 = 0, (p E ~%?‘(m  1)‘. This problem is uniquely solvable by 
[ 13, Lemma 2.21. By applying the decomposition 
JC.‘(~)~ = S@j @ X(m I 1) @ curl(Hi,(curl)) 
to cp E V we conclude that by (1.29) Eq. (1.32) is valid for all rp E V. 
This implies the first relation in (1.30) and the second relation (1.3 1) 
follows then from (1.32) by testing with all field p E V, cf. [ 131 the proof of 
Lemma 3.1. 
Theorem 1.2 describes the solvability of the electric type problem (Eb). 
THEOREM 1.2. For the mapping E(E): H(cur1) r‘l H(div E) N L’(Q)’ x 
L’(Q) x (H-“‘(r)‘) =: Z defined by (1.9), the following assertions are true: 
(a) The range R(E(c)) ofE(~) is given by 
R@(E)) = {(j, p, u) E Z j(l.29) valid}. (1.33) 
(b) The dimension of the null space N(E(.z)) =P(ele) is finite and 
independent of E. 
(c) The field u is a solution of the problem (Eb) if and only if it has 
the representation 
u=u,+ VP+&-‘curlq, (1.34) 
where u,, E Z(e 1 E), the scalar potential p E HA(R) is defined by (1.28), and 
the vector potential q E H(cur1) n H,,(div) is the unique solenoidal solution of 
(1.32) together with (1.31). 
2. EXTERIOR DOMAINS 
From now on, we assume that R is an exterior domain in the sense that 
the complement R’ = R’\Q is a compact set with a nonvoid interior. The 
boundary r= ~30 is assumed to be smooth. The assumptions on the matrices 
v and E are same as before. Regarding the Friedrichs inequality, we shall 
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make additional assumptions on the regularity as well as on the behavior of 
the coefficient matrices v and E at infinity. 
In order to consider problems (0.1) and (0.2) in the case of exterior 
domains, it is appropriate to introduce some weighted spaces. As the 
weighting factor, we use the function (1 + 1x1)” for various values Q E F-. Let 
us fix the following notation: 
L2*“(i2)= ;wEL:&2)l(l +1x1)” wGP(Q)}, 
H”(curl V) = (U E L&(fl)“/(l + 1x1)“- u E I,‘(0)‘, 
(1 i- lxI)” curl VU E L’(0)’ }, 
H”(div E) = {u E t~,,,(I2)‘~(1 + 1x1)“-’ u E LL(R)3. 
(1 + ixi)” div cu E L’(a)}. 
Especially in the spaces H”(div) = H”(div F), E = 1, there exists a 
continuous trace operator u +-+ n . U: H”(div) + H “‘(I‘) defined in an 
obvious way such that n - u = n - (vu) for all cp E V(R’) which satisfy 
q(x) = 1 in some neighbourhood of I-. The space H”(div) is thereby endowed 
with the norm 
Similarly, if H”(cur1) = H”(cur1 v), v = 1, is endowed with the norm 
then there exists continuous trace operator u h n A U: H”(cur1) -+ H ' '(r)' 
satisfying n A u = n A (vu) for all cp E L/(R’). q(x) = 1 in a neighbourhood 
of r. 
As in the case of the bounded domains, we define the operators M(v) and 
E(F) corresponding to the magnetic, respectively electric. type problem as 
follows 
M(v): H’(cur1 v)n H’(div) F+ L’,‘(R)’ x L’.‘(R) x Hm '12(r), (2.1) 
E(s): H’(curl)A H’(div E) w L2*‘(Q)” X L29’(R) X (He j”(r)“), (2.2) 
where 
M(v) u = (curl VU, div U. II . u). (2.3) 
E(E) u = (curl U, div EU, n A u). (2.4) 
The magnetic type boundary value problem (0.1) for exterior domains 
reads 
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(Me) Given (j, p, A) E L2’1(Q)3 x LZq’(R) x H-“‘(T), find the field 
u E H’(cur1 v) n H’(div) such that 
M(v) 24 = (X P, A). V-5) 
Respectively, the electric type problem (0.2) for exterior domains is 
defined as 
(Ee) Given (j,p, a) E L2*‘(Q)3 x L2”(fl) x (H-‘/2(T)3), find the field 
u E H’(cur1) n H’(div E) such that 
-qE) u = (j, P, 0). (2.6) 
As for bounded domains, the solutions will be represented in the form 
u=u,+v-‘Vp+curlq for (Me), (2.7) 
u=u,+Vp+s-‘curlq for (Ee). (23) 
To define the scalar potential p and the vector potential q, we have to 
solve certain auxiliary problems in the exterior domain LI. The theory of 
solutions for these problems is different from that in the case of the bounded 
domains and is not known except for the Poisson equation with the Dirichlet 
boundary condition. 
For convenience, we first recall the Dirichlet exterior problem 
div(s V p) = p, Plr = 02 (2.9) 
which is needed for solving the electric problem (Ee). We abbreviate 
H”(V)= (wEL;,,(R)I(I +(x1)“-’ t&L’(Q), (1 t Ix])” V wEL2(f2)“}, 
(2.10) 
H;(V) = {w E H”(V)Iqw E H&o), v, E Q(IR3)}. (2.11) 
We remark that for the spaces H:(V), other characterizations are also 
possible. For example, 
H,O(V)=@(.Q)‘+, (2.12) 
holds, where 1 w(’ = ](Vw]],, Witsch [ 17, Satz 7.61. This property essentially 
follows from the weighted Poincare inequality 
I(1 + Id>-’ 4l~clIwlo~ (2.13) 
which holds for all w E g(0) [ 1, p. 388). Consequently, one obtains in 
HE(V) the coerciveness result 
II 4l1.0 G c IIWIO~ (2.14) 
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where 
II WL = (II (1 + IW-’ 4i; + II (1 + IXD” w3’~*. (2.15) 
Using the standard argument relying on the Lax-Milgram theorem, we get 
for the exterior Dirichlet problem (De) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p E L’,‘(R) be given. Then there exists a unique 
solution p E Hi(V) for the problem (2.9) defined in the sense that 
(& VPIV~hl= -@If?>0 for all rp E Hi(V). (2.16) 
In order to discuss the nonhomogeneous exterior Neumann type problem 
which will be needed to find the scalar potential for the problem (Me), we 
introduce some additional lemmas. In the following, we will use the 
abbreviations B(R)={xER”IIx\<R}, E(R)=(x~R’llxl>R}, and 
B(R) = n n B(R). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let j3 > 0 be given. Then the embedding Ho(V) c 
L ‘,-‘p4(12) is compact. 
Proof: Let w,. E Ho(V) be a sequence with II w,,I/,,, E 1. Consequently, we 
have 
II (1 + l4>-‘-s ~L~IIO.Ew~ G (1 +w (2.17) 
for all v E N, R > 0. The desired converging subsequence of w,. in 
L2* l-“(Q) can therefore be found by the familiar diagonal process, letting 
R,+ a, and applying the compactness of the embeddings 
H’(R(R,)) c L2(R(R,)) together with (2.17). m 
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a number c > 0 such that 
ll(l + 1x1)-’ wllo < c IIVwljo for afl w E H’(V). (2.18) 
Proof: We choose the radius R, such that RC c B(R,) and take R, > R,. 
Fix ,!l > 0. Then there exists a function rp E Cm(lR3) satisfying 0 < q(x) < 1 
and 
v(x) = 1, Ix/ < 2-‘(R, + R,), 
= (1 +1x()-O, I4 >R,. (2.19) 
Now we have (1 - Q) w E Hi(V; E(R,)) and consequently by (2.14) 
II (1 - cp)(l + I-w’ WlI0.R GII (1 - VI WIlO.E~R,,~ 
G c IIV((1 - P> w> lIO,EW”) (2.20) 
G 4lvwllo,n + II(l + I-d-‘-” wllo.n>. 
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Since, on the other hand 
IId + I-w WIl0.R G cll(l + 14-‘-4 ~IlO,I2~ 
we obtain by (2.20) and (2.21) 
(2.21) 
II(1 + IH-’ 4lo ~4lV~llo + II(1 + 14-‘~4~lIo). (2.22) 
Assertion (2.18) follows from (2.22) by using a standard contradiction 
argument together with the compactness result of Lemma 2.2 I 
Our weak formulation for the exterior Neumann problem 
div(v- ’ Vp) = p, in 9, n * (v-‘Vp)J,=A (2.23) 
reads: 
(Ne) Given @, ,I) E Lz9’(fi) x H-“*(T), find the function p E Ho(V) 
such that 
(v-‘VPIWO = -@lP)o + (~IYOco)O~ cp E H’(V). (2.24) 
Note that the trace yo: Ho(V) t--+ H”‘(r) is defined in an obvious way. 
As a straightforward consequence of coerciveness result (2.18). we have 
for the exterior Neumann problem 
THEOREM 2.4. The exterior Neumann problem (Ne) is uniquely solvable 
for all @, A) E Lz3’(Q) x H-“*(r). 
To solve the auxiliary problems which are necessary to find the vector 
potential we need some additional results. Since in the bounded domains we 
have continuous embeddings H(cur1 v) n Ho(div) c H’(fI)3 and H,(curl) n 
H(div E) c H’(R)3 (by the Friedrichs inequality), it is natural to ask for the 
corresponding results in the case of the exterior domains. We prove such 
extensions under certain assumptions on the coefficient matrices Y and E. 
Actually, the result will be applied here only in the case where v and E are 
identity matrices, but the general case is believed to have independent 
interest and is therefore presented. 
Since the matrix E is symmetric positive definite, there exists a unique 
symmetric positive definite matrix y(x) such that E = y*. We fix the following 
assumptions on the behavior of E at infinity: For a positive integer k E N, we 
assume (cij, yij E C’(n)) 
lVEij(X)I < c(l + Ixl)-” 
IvY*j(xI G 4l + IXI)-k, XEQ. ’ (co k) 
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Applying estimate (2.13), we have under (co k) the inequality 
(Icurlul/,+(Idiv&Ullo+ii(l +(x~)-~uI~~~c/IVU/I~, u E H;(v)! 
(2.25) 
The following lemma shows that the norms in (2.25) are actually 
equivalent: 
LEMMA 2.5. Let E = (cij(x)) be a symmetric positive definite bounded 
real matrix in the exterior domain Q such that eii E C’(0) and such that the 
growth condition (co k) is valid. Then there exists a number c > 0 such that 
/IVu//,~~(llcur~ullo+Ildiv~~//o+lI(l +I-~1) k4) 
for all u E Hz(V)“. (2.26) 
Proof: By (2.25) and (2.12), it is enough to consider the testfields 
u E P(Q)3. We make use of the technique employed by Leis 17 1 for bounded 
domains. Let K denote the adjoint of E, EK = det c . 6. The matrix K is also 
symmetric positive definite, particularly 
Ko iti* < (tIK(X>t) < KI l‘t12, (x, <) E sz x c ?, (2.27) 
for some positive constants KOr K, , 
It is illustrative to give some formulas first in the case where the matrix I; 
is constant. In such a case, a rough computation yields 
(EV) A EU = K curl u. 
In the general case 
(EV) A FU = K curl U - R i(U), 
where R,(u) is a sum of the terms of the type eio(?,,sIk) u,.. 
We therefore find 
l/curl u\l:> K;' (curl u (K curl u)~ 
=K, -‘(curl u((cV) A cu), t K;‘(curl uiR,(u)),,. 
where in the case of assumption (co k) we are able to estimate 
lK;‘(curl ulR,(u)h,I <c(vllV4l; + v--’ iit1 + /x./--~ 4ii, for all 
Further, for a constant matrix, we have the identity 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
r > 0. 
(2.3 I) 
curl((eV)A EU) = EV div EU - div eVcu, (2.32) 
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where div EVE u is a vector defined by 
(div&V&U)i=div&V(EU)i=a,(E,,ae(EioU,)). (2.33) 
In the general case, instead of (2.32) we calculate 
curl((s 0) A E u) = E V div EU - div E V E u + R,(u), (2.34) 
where R,(u) is a sum of the terms of type (a,~,,) a,(cijuj). By (2.30), (2.31), 
and (2.34), we can conclude that 
](curl u]]: > K;’ (-J]diveU(]i- (u]diveVcn)O} + T,(u), (2.35) 
where under (co k) 
Iw>l~w’II(1 +l~o-k~Il~+~Il~~lI~~ for all r7 > 0. (2.36) 
In the case of constant E, we obtain by setting E = y* that (summation con- 
vention) 
-(u]div &V&U),, = i (V[yu],]sV [yu]JO 
> 4 IWl& (2.37) 
In general we can obtain, instead of (2.37), the inequality 
- (u]divsVsU),, > si ]]Vu]]i + T,(U), (2.38) 
where T,(U) has the same bound (2.36) as T,(u). From (2.35), (2.36), and 
(2.38) it now follows that 
which gives the required estimate when the parameter u is chosen to be small 
enough. I 
For the magnetic type problem we obtain a similar result. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let v(x) = (vii(x)) be a symmetric positive definite bounded 
real matrix in the exterior domain R such that vij E C’(a) and such that v 
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satisfies the growth condition (co k) (v instead of E). Then there exists a 
constant c > 0 such that 
llV~llo,<~(llcurl vuIIo + IJdivu//, + /I(1 + 14) k ~1’~) for all u E Hi(V) I. 
(2.40) 
ProoJ The matrix v- ’ also satisfies condition (co k). With NJ = L’U we 
therefore obtain, by the previous lemma, 
I/Vw/l,~c(llcurlw~i,+IIdivv-’ wllo+ll(l + lx!Jek MJII,,) 
< c(/Jcurl VU/&, + j/div uI(~ + 11(1 + ixl)~” u/lo). (2.41) 
Furthermore, the following holds: 
;” l~~j~,~~~Il~ < 2 ,$] (llv(vj:j,~u~)Il~ + //“ ~v~j~~lI~) ,7 
G wills + ll(l + lxl)r” 43. (2.42) 
where in the case of a constant matrix v, 
In the general case we have, instead of the above, the inequality 
(2.43) 
where 
)T(u)/~c(~-‘jl(l+I~l)-k~Il~+~II~~II~) for all rl > 0. (2.44) 
Combining inequalities (2.4 l)-(2.44), we get the required estimate 
(2.40). 1 
It should be noted that when v (or E) is the identity matrix, the simple 
relation 
IlVulli = I/curl ~11: + )/div ~11; (2.45) 
holds for all u E Hz(V)3. 
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Now we are able to prove an embedding result of the Friedrichs type for 
exterior domains. We abbreviate for a 2 0 
H;(div) = (U E H*(div)I n . u = 0}, 
H;(curl) = (U E H”(curl)( n A u = O}. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E = (eij) and v = (vij) be symmetric positive definite 
bounded real matrices such that &ij, vij E C’(a) and such that E and v satisfy 
condition (co k) for some k E N. Then the embeddings 
(i) Hi(cur1) n H’(div a) c H”(V)3, 
(ii) H’(cur1 v) n Hi(div) c Ho(V)3 
are true and 
ll~ll,,o~~~ll~~~~~llo + IldivEqllo + ll(1 + l-d-” qllo> (2.46) 
for all q E Hi(cur1) n H’(div E) and 
ll~lll,o G 4lcurl wllo + lIdivql10 + IIU + I-W” silo> (2.47) 
for all q E H’(cur1 v) n Hi(div). 
Proof. We consider the electric type embedding (i) with (2.46). For (i) it 
is enough to show that Vq is square integrable. We choose the balls B(R,), 
1= 0, 1,2, 3 such that R, ( R,,, and such that the complement RC is 
contained in B(R,). 
Let <E g(R3) be a cutoff function satisfying 0 < r(x) < 1 and 
ax) = 1, O<lxl<R1, 
= 0, R, < 14. 
Then we have <q E H,(curl; l&R,)) n H(div E; R(R,)) and consequently by 
the assumption .aij E C’(a), we have tq E H’(Q(R3))3[7] with 
IIVqll O,I?(R,) Q iI ‘(r d~~O,~~R,, 
< c(llcurl(rq>IIO,ncR,, + Iidiv(Eb?)llO,ncR,j 
+ ib?i~O,iUR,,) 
G 4ll curl 4110,n + Ildiv E 4110,n 
+ IIU + Ixl>-” 4110,n). (2.48) 
It remains to show that Vq E (L*(II?(R~))~)~. We use a new cutoff function 
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i such that [E @(IF?), 0 <c(t) < 1, c(t)= 1 for R, <t< RI and 
CE D((R,, R3)). For every R > R,, we consider the mapping r(R): iFi + :[I 
defined by 
s(R)(t)=R, + [(R,-R,)I(R -R,)I . (t-R,). 
We then have t(R)(R,) = R,, s(R)(R) = R,. Moreover, at 
(2.49) 
R,=R, + [(R,--R,)/(R,-R,)l(R-R,) 
we have r(R)(R,) = R,. The composite function q(R) = i 3 T(R) satisfies 
p(R) E C*‘(D), (o(R) E Ir((R,, R,)). and 0 < q(R) < 1. p(R)(r) = 1, 
R,<t<R. 
For the field cp(R)q, where (y(R) q)(x) := (o(R)(lxl) q(x), we have 
v(R) q E Hi(V; E(R,))-‘. An application of Lemma 2.5 yields (B(R,, R) = 
I-rlR, < /xl <RI) 
IlVqll O,H(R,,R) G /I ‘(dR) di”,ECRO) 
G ~(llcurl(cp(R)q)ll,,,,,~, + I div(cp(R)~q)il,,.,,,,,, 
+ 11 t1 + Ixl) -k dR) &E,Ro,) 
< c(llcurl q/lo.rI + lldiv ~&l! + II (1 + l-4) k &J 
+ llPv(R)) A h,,E(Ro) + IIPPW)) . dh.FtRl,jh (2.50) 
In the above, as well as in the sequel, c denotes a generic constant 
independent of q and R. 
By observing that 
I VdR )(x) I< c, O<lxlGR,+ 
< 0, R,<lxI<R or /-ul>R,, (2.51) 
< 41 + l-4-‘3 R<Ixl<R,, 
we conclude that 
I/ tVdR)) A &E(Ro) + /I (VdR)) * E&CRo, 
G c(~b?/hi,RCR,, + IIt1 + Ixl)-’ dO.ECR)). 
Since (1 + 1x1))’ q E L2(Q)3, estimates (2.50), (2.52) imply 
(2.52) 
II vq II O,E(R,) = ji% I/VdUf~R,,R~ 
< c(llcurl q/lo + lldiv E qllo + IIt1 + 1x1) mk dlok (2.53) 
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By (2.48), (2.53), the embedding (i) is valid. Combining (2.48), (253) with 
(2.17), we obtain inequality (2.46). 
The proof for the magnetic type boundary condition is similar and is 
therefore omitted. g 
Let us introduce the weighted spaces of the v-harmonic fields of magnetic 
type and s-harmonic fields of electric type. 
Z’“(m 1 v) = {u E H”(cur1 v) n H:(div) 1 curl vu = 0, div u = O), (2.54) 
R”(e/e)={~CH~(curl)nH”(divs)Icurlu=O, div EM = 0). (2.55) 
Accordingly, SP(m 1 v) c R4(m 1 v) and Z”(e I E) c R4(e ( E) hold for p < a. 
As a consequence of the previous theorem we obtain 
THEOREM 2.8. Let v, respectively E, be a symmetric positive definite 
bounded real matrix satisfying vii E C’(G), respectively &ij E C’(s), with 
growth condition (co 2). Then the space A?‘(mJ v), respectively Z’(eIe), is 
jinite dimensional. 
ProoJ This is shown by standard techniques using estimate (2.46), resp. 
(2.47) for k = 2 and the compactness of the embedding Ho(V)3 c L2V-2(R)3 
guaranteed by Lemma 2.2. I 
In the following, we denote by R”(els)’ the orthogonal complement of 
the space R”(eIe) in L2*-1(52)3 with respect to the inner product (u I v) = 
((1 + Ixl))’ u I(1 + 1x1))’ v)~. Using Theorem 2.7 and the compactness of 
the inclusion Ho(V)3 c L2*-2(J2)3, we obtain 
THEOREM 2.9. With the previous assumptions we have 
llc4l,,o G c(llcurl wllo + lldivqlloh 
q E R”(m I v)’ n Hi(cur1 v) n H’(div), 
ll~lll,o G c(llcurl qllo + IW E sllo>T 
(2.56) 
q E .G’YO(eI E)’ n H’(cur1) n Hi(div E). (2.57) 
We have also to consider the spaces Z?‘(m I v) and 2’ (e I E), which include 
all harmonic fields lying in L2(Q)3. For these spaces, a stronger result than 
in Theorem 2.8 is true. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let v, respectively E, be a symmetric positive definite 
measurable bounded real matrix in 52. Then the space Z’(m I v), respectively 
R’(el E), is Jinite dimensional and the dimension is independent of v, respec- 
tively of E. 
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Prooj Theorem 2.8 implies that the spaces , P”’ (m 1 1) and R’ (el 1) are 
finite dimensional. The assertion follows by the same argument as used in 
the proof of Theeorem 1.1, since we have the L2(SZ)3-decompositions 
HA(div) n H’(div (0) = Z”(m 1 v) 6 curl Hi(curl), 
Hh(cur1) n H’(cur1 IO) = F’(el e) 6 VHi(V) 
(where in fact VHg(V) = VHt(V)). 1 
We are now able to discuss the determination of the vector potential q in 
the case of the magnetic type problem (Me). 
Because of inequality (2.57), the form (v curl q 1 curl ~p)~ is a coercive form 
in the space Hi(cur1) n H’(div / 0) n (Z’(e j 1)l). Therefore the vector 
potential q is uniquely defined by the requirement: q E Hg(cur1) P 
H’(divIO)n (P’(el 1)‘) such that 
(v curl 9 I curl cpJo = (j I(o>~, o E Hi(cur1) n H’(divlO) n (,,Y”(ej l)>). 
(2.58) 
Note that sincej E IC**‘(Q)~ and cp E L2--‘(C!)3, the right side is well defined 
and continuous in (Hi(cur1) n H’(div / 0)) n (,F’“(e I 1)‘) with respect to the 
norm (Ijcurl cpI/i + lI(l + 1x1))’ (011~)“~. 
Our final result concerning the magnetic type problem (Me) for exterior 
domains is 
THEOREM 2.11. Suppose that the real matrix v = (vij) is symmetric 
positive definite, measurable, and bounded. For the mapping M(v): 
H’(cur1 v)n H’(div) ++ L2+1(J2)3 x L**‘(Q) x H -‘12(IJ =: Y’ dej?ned by 
(2.3), the following assertions are true: 
(a) The range R(M(v)) ofM(v) is given by 
R(M(v)) = ((j,p,;l)E Y’Idivj=O, (jjh)o = 0, WE<X’(el 1)). (2.59) 
(b) The dimension of the null space N(M(v)) = yi’ (m I v) is jkite and 
independent of v. 
(c) The field u is a solution of the problem (Me) if and only if u has 
the representation 
u=u,+v-‘Vp+curlq, (2.60) 
where u, E Z’(m) v), the scalar potential p E Ho(V) is dejked by (2.23) and 
the vectorpotential q E Hi(cur1) n H’(divlO) n (R’“(el l)i) satisfies (2.58). 
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ProoJ (a) Let u E H’(cur1 ~)n H’(div) with M(v) u = (j, p, A) be 
given. Then we have div,j = div(cur1 v U) = 0. Further if h E Z”(eI 1) and if 
we choose ‘a cutoff function r E c?~(IR ‘) such that r(x) = 1, 1x1< 1, then it 
follows, with C&(X) := &n-lx), that 
where 
(jl /T)~ = li? (curl VU I<, h). = 1iF (vu 1 curl(<,h))o 
= “,” (vu I (VY,) A h),, (2.6 1) 
I~~~I~~~,~~~h)ol~~II~IIO.E~n~ll~~+I~I~-~~llO,E~“~~-$O (2.62) 
for n --t co by u E LZ(R)3, h E ~!,*~-‘(fi)~. Accordingly, 
R(M(v)) c ((j, p, I) E Y’ (divj = 0, (jlh), = 0, h ERO(e) l)}. 
On the other hand, let (j, p, A) E Y’ with divj = 0, (jl/~)~ = 0, and 
h E Z’(eI 1) be given. By Theorem 2.4, we can define uniquely the function 
p E Ho(V) such that 
(v-l VPIVP), = -@Iv>0 + @lYorp) v E Ho(V). (2.63) 
Similarly, there exists a unique field q E Hi(cur1) n H’(div IO) (7 
(Z”(el l)l) such that 
(v curl 4 I curl do = (j I do (2.64) 
for every ~1 E Hi(cur1) n H’(div IO) n (R”(el 1)‘). 
We will verify that the field w := v-‘Vp + curl q satisfies M(v) w = 
(j,p, A). We have w E L2(R)3. Further, if r,r E g(Q), then we obtain by 
(2.63) 
which yields div w = p. 
In order to show the relation curl VW =j, we first note that equation (2.64) 
together with (jl/~)~ = 0 and h E R”(el 1) yields 
(v curl 4 I curl (01~ = (~7 vIo (2.65) 
for all q E Hi(cur1) n H’(div IO) (apply the decomposition H = H n 
(R”(el 1)‘) + Z”(el 1) with H = Hi(cur1) n H’(divI 0)). Now let rp E k?(a)’ 
be given. We decompose it in the form o = (p. + v),, where pi = VW, 
w E Hi(V) solves the exterior Dirichlet problem dw = div rp. Then loo E H 
and (.ilo,)o = 0 by divj = 0. Accordingly, by (2.65) 
(v curl 4 I curl rpIo = (v curl 4 I curl voJo = (.Ab,>, = (.A CQ)~, 
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which implies 
(VW /curl ~p)~ = (Vp + v curl q 1 curl ~0)~ = (v curl q 1 curl 9)0 = (jl 9)0 (2.66) 
for all 9 E a(Q)‘. Hence the relation curl VW =j is valid. 
We have n . curl q = 0 for q E Hi(cur1) and n . (v-’ Vp) = A for the 
solution p E Hi(V) of Eq. (2.63). Hence 
n. w=n.(o-‘Vp+curlq)=L 
is satisfied and we have (j,p, A) E R(M(v)). Thus assertion (a) has been 
proved. 
Assertion (b) follows from Theorem 2.10 and (c) was established in the 
proof of (a). I 
Without going into details, we briefly discuss the exterior problem (Ee) of 
electric type. The vector potential q E H’(cur1) n Hi(div), div q = 0. 
q ~,r’(rn/ 1)’ is defined as the unique solution of the problem 
(E-’ curl qlcurl 9). = (j19)o - (n A aln A ~p)~ (2.67) 
for all 9 E H’(cur1) n Hz(div), div 9 = 0, 9 E R”(m I l)-. Note that the last 
term on the right side is well defined since H’(cur1) n Hi(div) c 
Ho(V)3 (Theorem 2.7), which implies n A 9 E H”z(I)3. Furthermore 
9 i--t (n A u 1 n A 9), is continuous in H’(cur1) n Hi(div) n H’(div IO) n 
(-P”(mI 1)‘) with respect to the norm ll9ll = (I/curl 911: + jl(l + Ixl))’ cpIl~)“* 
by (2.57). 
Comparing the above proof and the argument for the corresponding 
theorem in the case of bounded domains, we can finally establish 
THEOREM 2.12. Assume that the real matrix E = (eii) is symmetric 
positive definite, measurable, and bounded in the exterior domain R. Then 
for the mapping E(E): H’(curl)nH’(div E) +-+ L2.‘(fi)3 x L**‘(R) x 
(H--‘/*(Q3) =: Z’ dejked by (2.4), the following assertions are true: 
(a) The range R(E(e)) of E(E) is given by 
R(E(e)) = ((j, p, a) E Z’ 1 divj = 0, o = n A v for some 
v E H’(cur1) with j-curl v E Hi(div), 
(j I h lo - (01 h). = 0 for all h E P”(m ( 1)) (2.68) 
(b) The dimension of the null space N(E(e)) = F”(ei E) is Jnite and 
independent of v. 
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(c) The field u is a solution of the problem (Ee) if and only if it has 
the representation 
u=u,+Vp+c-‘curlq, (2.69) 
where u,, E Z’(el E), the scalar potential p E Hi(V) is defined by (2.16), and 
the vector potential q E H’(cur1) n Hi(div) is the unique solenoidal field 
satisfying q E @(WI 1 1)’ with equation (2.67). 
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